RealNex CRM

Purpose built, from the ground
up, for Commercial Real Estate.

The beneﬁt of the current platform is that I can not only catalogue properties, manage properties, do
proposals and then start an advertising and promotional campaign right out of RealNex! RealNex focuses
and concentrates all that into one easily useable and understandable space…It’s like the Swiss-Army Knife of
commercial investment real estate. Its self-contained and will give you exactly what you need to take your
career to the next level. If you need a power tool for commercial real estate, RealNex is it.
Adam Von Romer | Senior Investment Associate at Fitzgerald Group

More than CRM, we deliver
Client Relationship and Asset
Information Management
all in one box!
Our relational database ties together
all your contacts, companies,
properties, spaces and comps to win
more business and execute more
transactions faster and easier than ever.
Let our Dashboards drive your day
and Projects streamline your
deal management.
RealNex is the Technology Behind the Deal.
Learn more at www.realnex.com | E: info@realnex.com | P: 281-299-3161

Win more Business.
Close More Deals.
Prospecting made simple. Let us tell you who, what, why and when? So you
can focus your energy on just the precise opportunities to win new business.
And, once you win the assignment ﬁnd the most highly targeted prospects
or properties and everything you need to know to accelerate transactions.
You can’t remember everything. We can! With RealNex you will look smarter
than ever and your productivity will skyrocket!

Our CRM works where you work.
Access the CRM anytime, anywhere,
on any operating system.
The Cloud-Based RealNex CRM is the only client relationship management
system that offers both an on-line and off-line capability. Continue to work
when you don't have Internet access. Your data will sync automatically when
your connection is restored.

Your time is valuable.
Don't waste it on data entry.
Our powerful import engine delivers your legacy information to your
RealNex CRM database. Then, leverage your data to create ﬁnancial analyses
and marketing materials in MarketEdge, and with one click create a listing in
the RealNex MarketPlace.
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